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Grammar is the essence of language! With people adopting newer slangs to
communicate and get closer to the rest of the world, the correct usage of grammar is
being affected to an extent where researchers struggle to write effective academic
content. Since, academic writing forms the basis of knowledge dissemination, it is
imperative for researchers to formulate grammatically correct academic writing. To
make this process easier, quicker, and error-free, there are several AI-based online
grammar checker tools available. While there are over hundreds of such tools available
online, it is crucial for researchers to use best grammar checker tools for testing
scientific English.

In this article, we’ll take a closer look at features and specifications of 6 most popular
language enhancement and grammar checking tools available online and how to use
them to improve the quality of your manuscripts.

 

Importance of Using Best Grammar Checker Tools
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Most academic writing is objective, accurate, and structured. They also use a formal
tone. Hence, using an online grammar checker tool to assess your grammar and
spelling for submission to an academic journal, makes it easy to meet specific
requirements for final publication. Therefore, there is a growing need for inspection tools
that help enforce requirements such as appropriate language and improved grammar for
each field of study, as well as academic journal style guides and word count limits.
Furthermore, online grammar checker tools must provide accurate help with academic
English writing, technical terminology, scientific expression, and publication readiness.

 

6 of the Best Grammar Checker Tools for Researchers

Recently, several online grammar checker tools have been launched to address
advanced features for enhancing your manuscript. Here we will discuss 6 best language
enhancement tools for academic and technical writing for authors:

1. Trinka AI

Trinka AI is the world’s first grammar and language enhancement tool tailored for writing
academic and technical papers. It was created with the intention of improving
manuscripts for academic English usage and technical vocabulary and making them
publication-ready. In addition, it stands out by working with authors and ensuring holistic
language improvement beyond grammar and spelling checks. It adheres to academic
style guides while suggesting corrections in your manuscript. Furthermore, it has
custom-built features such as maintain academic tone, providing unbiased language,
concept clarity, sentence structure, alternative word choice. It provides detailed
explanations as to why is a correction suggested. Furthermore, it helps researchers in
reducing word count by suggesting alternatives without changing the context of the
matter. More importantly, it allows you to choose between the US and the UK style to
make it easily accessible for researchers all over the world.

Developed by a team of linguists, engineers, and data scientists its acts as a writing
assistant to support all kinds of people in all kinds of communication, from academics to
everyday conversations.

2. Grammarly

Grammarly is a popular online grammar checking tool that can be used with Google
Chrome, Firefox, and Microsoft Edge browsers. This is used to check grammar and
spelling errors. There is an indicator in the lower right corner of the writing area, on
clicking the indicator, it displays the number of errors and suggestions.

One downside of Grammarly is that you have to switch to a text editor for proofing. Also,
Grammarly can be upgraded to the paid version, Grammarly Premium, which is a
service that detects plagiarism and provides citation suggestions. The free version of
Grammarly gives you access to only basic features.
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3. Ginger

Ginger is another handy spelling and grammar checking online tool to improve your
writing skills. It can be used on-board in the browser and provides a great user
experience. Furthermore, it displays a small icon in the lower right corner of the
WordPress post editor, compose area, including Gmail, Facebook, and more. It
highlights detected errors as you type. This helps in tracking them easily.
However, Ginger has several drawbacks, one of which is the need to switch from
WordPress to a text editor. The hassle of having to start the Ginger editor separately by
clicking on the icon for better proofing is time-consuming.

4. Hemingway

Hemingway is available as a web-based text editor, so it doesn’t work directly within the
WordPress post editor. However, you can use a free web-based editor to check your
articles for readability, grammar, and spelling errors.

You can think of Hemingway as a style checker, not just a grammar checker. This is
because it is a tool that helps you improve readability by displaying your text’s
readability score and suggesting improvements. Hemingway is available through a paid
desktop application for Windows and Mac and can be published directly from
WordPress.

5. ProWriting Aid

ProWriting Aid is a premium writing editor and grammar checker designed specifically
for science bloggers, content writers, etc. This tool allows users to find and to correct
grammatical and linguistic errors in an automated way.

Currently, this tool work on both Windows and Mac, and is also compatible with writing
software such as Google Docs and Scrivener. As mentioned earlier, ProWriting Aid can
be used for a variety of writing purposes, but it is the field of fiction writing that it really
shines in.

6. Typely

Typely is a completely free spell checking tool that requires no sign-up. An online tool
that is easy to use and provides the ability to effectively perform grammar and spell
check to help you write in a professional way. It provides a report generation function.
Additionally, it provides a service for simple language check through a functional design.

 

Exclusive Strengths of 6 Best Online Grammar
Checker Tools
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1. Trinka AI – As the world’s first AI-based grammar and language improvement
tool, it is the most suitable tool for writing thesis and academic writing.

2. Grammarly – You can check grammar and spelling errors when writing a post by
installing it in your browser.

3. Ginger – A simple way to check grammar and spelling.
4. Hemingway – Not just a grammar checker, but a style checker. A tool that can

improve readability, especially for novelists.
5. ProWriting Aid – Useful for all types of writers, entrepreneurs, and bloggers. It’s a

helpful tool for fictional writers and novelists.
6. Typely – A simple grammar and spell check tool that is completely free to use.

 

Have you ever used any of these online grammar checker tools before? Which is the
best grammar checker tool you’ve ever used? Which are the features that must be
included in such online language enhancement tools? Let us know if this article helped
you find your go-to grammar checker tool in the comments section below! You can also
visit our Q&A forum for frequently asked questions related to different aspects of
research writing and publishing answered by our team that comprises subject-matter
experts, eminent researchers, and publication experts.
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